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The town of Amalfi on Italy’s beautiful Costiera Amalfitana becomes a place of
fear and betrayal for Jerome Wakefield who has been living a sybaritic lifestyle as
the author of two highly acclaimed but plagiarised novels. His attempt to avoid
discovery of his imposture by moving to the town is rudely shattered by a chance
occurrence that leads to blackmail and murder, but others are also out to expose
him and he finds his life in great danger. Jake Melrose, who heads the giant
American consortium Supascope Entertainments, and Lord Redstone, an English
promoter of pop music, mirror Wakefield’s own duplicity, while even his wife
proves unfaithful as his life of ease begins to unravel towards its inevitable
dénouement. Set in the 1970s, this novel may be as much about its readers as
the characters in the story, for a large part of humanity was sold mechanically
processed sub-musical rubbish both before and after the decade. How it was
done is at the heart of this satire on the psychology of deceit and mass
manipulation.
A headspinning thriller from crime writer Deon Meyer: the story of an ex-cop who
has seven days to solve a seemingly unsolvable crime -- the answer to which lies
in his own dark past. When Johannes Jacobus Smit, an antiques dealer, is found
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burned with a blowtorch and killed execution-style with a single shot to the back
of the head, former cop Zatopek "Zed" van Heerden is called in to investigate the
unusual circumstances of the murder. Zed is still obsessed with the betrayals of
his own past but must fill in the blanks of this victim's life. Who tortured and killed
Smit, and who was Smit in the first place? Not the man whose papers he carries,
that much is certain. Zed can never be sure of the loyalties of the people with
whom he is dealing -- his own past reputation ensures that -- and he soon finds
himself uncovering secrets that the security services of many countries would like
left alone. "Exciting....A terrific ride on almost every level."-Chicago Tribune
Journalist Danni St. John investigates sinister cult that is corrupting her
hometown of Red Oak, Alabama. She must join forses with sheriff Logan
McGarey whose past is as much a mystery as that of the cult leader she is
investigating. Danni risks her life to uncover the truth about the evil menacing
Red Oak and the lawman intent on capturing her heart.
Annelise loved the outdoors, animals, and art. As a teenager, her days were
spent lying in the grass drawing her cat, or up in the trees studying the bugs that
made their home in the leaves. She wanted to do them justice in her artwork. The
young artist also loved to paint the flowers in the garden. Annelise captured
everything in her sketch book except the horses in her life. As far as her equine
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friends were concerned, there was no time to sit and draw; time with them was
far too precious to waste. Her day at the barn flew by, brushing, feeding, bathing,
and most important, riding. Now, years later, it saddened Annelise not to have a
sketch some of her equine companions. Horses, like most other animals, rapidly
disappeared during the early part of the twenty-first century, long ago cast out as
an expensive nuisance and as a danger to the survival of humanity. Horses, no
longer viewed as the sport of kings and a helper to man, were in danger of
becoming a food source. Those seeking the perfect planet had eradicated the
wondrous creatures that once lived freely and had such a symbiotic relationship
of service with humanity. One law after another was enacted. First no animals
within city limits, and then no animals within three hundred miles of any
population center. Zoos were outlawed because they created too much pollution
and used too much water. The only way to see a real animal, exotic or
domesticated, was to drive to four central locations, mostly in the plains of the
Midwest and the deserts of the far West. Animals were now kept in a handful of
sanctuaries. Where had all of these crazy laws come from?
Cited in BCL3 and Sheehy . Formerly Books in series in the United States . The
editor's solicitude expressed in the preface Bowker...has consistently recognized
those areas in which we can assist to make the work of librarians...easier. It is
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because of this concern that we decided to publish the 1
Having unexpectedly inherited a remote island mansion, Jessica Thornton moves there with
her son, Splinter, hardly suspecting the surprises and danger that await them.
Whitney Sharyn, a frightened young deaf woman came to Shepherd Valley to escape the
nightmare of her pasts when a suspicious stranger, Michael Devlin, a newcome also claims he
wants to help Whitney.
When Liora’s brother is kidnapped as thinly-veiled trap, she follows with the intent of springing
it on her own terms. But her plans fall away when she finds that the danger has a greater reach
than she could have imagined. Waylaid and nearly dead, Liora finds herself fighting for not only
her life, but for mortalkind. If she succeeds, she could thwart the paramount threat to the
Macrocosm and those she loves; if she fails, mortalkind will fall at her side. Yet the price of
survival may be far greater than Liora is willing to pay. “How far will you go to protect your
human? How many lives will you take to save the one you love?” Liora spoke the truth she
saw in the Cherum’s gaze. “All of them.”
Suggests that we read Friedrich Nietzsche from a different point of view, as a provocative
writer who means to transform the way we view our lives. The author reminds us that
Nietzsche is not a philosopher of abstract ideas but rather of the personal insight, the
provocative challenge, the incisive personal probe.
Correspondence in the nineteenth century from members of the Dodd family to relatives and
friends in Ireland, describing the countries and the society encountered.

When husband and wife sleuths Daniel and Jennifer Kane go to Derry Ridge, Kentucky,
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for the Heritage Arts Festival, they become involved with its host, Mitch Donavan,
whose close friend becomes the victim of a violent stalker
Specialized spy training in 1942 and subsequent dangerous secret missions across
three continents result in a young man spinning a tangled web of deceit, which leads to
unintended consequences for himself and others.
Your students and users will find biographical information on approximately 300 modern
writers in this volume of Contemporary Authors®. Authors in this volume include: Janet
Dawson Patrice Gaines Isabella Rossellini Markus Wolf
Religiously-inspired novels, inspirational writings and biographical works on people who
are models for spiritual growth are among the recommendations found in this reference.
Award-winning author Catherine Palmer presents the first novel in another HeartQuest
series. Fiery Elizabeth Hayes is determined to preserve Chalmers House, the Victorian
mansion next to her growing antiques business. But Zachary Chalmers, heir to the
mansion, has very different plans. Together they learn that God has the best plans of allif we will only surrender to him.
Judy Baer, Jan Duffy, Peggy Stoks, and Jeri Odell Four complete novellas, each set in
a different region of contemporary America. As couples are reunited, we learn how
they've grown in their understanding of God and themselves.
One of the most interesting figures to emerge at the turn of the twentieth century was
Ambrose Bierce, whose acerbic columns in the San Francisco Examiner spread his
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fame as America’s most bitter cynic and misanthrope, and whose disappearance into
Mexico surrounded his name with an aura of mystery. Although best known during his
lifetime for his journalism and always critical of his own writing—“the magnificent
intention mocked by the actual achievement”—Bierce’s fiction endures, especially his
short stories about the Civil War. Originally published in the 1890s and rediscovered in
the 1920s, the Civil War stories are filled with unsparing descriptions of death and
suffering, disillusionment and fatalism. They also show a concern for form and
craftsmanship, a controlled irony, and an economy of detail that are distinctly modern.
In this pioneering study of Bierce’s stories, Stuart Woodruff examines the best and
worst of Bierce’s fiction with clarity and excellent critical sense, and he traces the
causes of Bierce’s success and failure as a writer, analyzing his inability to reconcile
the extremes of temperament and belief that marked his life and give his stories their
characteristic form. Among the pieces discussed: “An Occurrence at Owl Creek
Bridge,” “The Mocking-bird,” “One of the Missing,” “Chickamauga,” “Haïta the
Shepherd,” “What I Saw at Shiloh,” and excerpts from The Devil’s Dictionary and
Tales of Soldiers and Civilians.
DIVMany bibliographers focus on women who write. Lawyer Barnett looks at women
who detect, at women as sleuths and at the evolving roles of women in professions and
in society. Excellent for all women's studies programs as well as for the mystery hound.
Look at the popularity of such reading guides as Willetta Heising's Detecting Women
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(3rd ed. 0-9644593-7-X) or Amanda Cross' fiction (Honest Doubt 0-345-44011-0
11/00)./div
These 366 daily affirmations and meditations extend support and wisdom to women
who have survived childhood sexual abuse. These 366 daily affirmations and
meditations extend support and wisdom to women who have survived childhood sexual
abuse. With understanding, compassion, and strength, the author addresses issues
such as intimacy, fear, play, sharing secrets, and anger. She also shares her personal
knowledge of sexual abuse to illustrate that we can not only survive, but thrive.
Will former Detective Brendan Healy survive, and can Agent Jennifer Aiken finally
expose the conspiracy which is exploiting young women and goes to the heart of
government?
Impoverished by poor crops, William, one of two sons from a rural farm family in western
England decides to go to sea, leaving behind his sweetheart, Ursula, in the care of Jack, his
brother. Ill-treated by her father, Ursula first goes to Jack for sympathy, but a romance
develops, and the tangled web resulting is finally unravelled in tragedy.
Daniel and Jennifer Kaine rely on their sleuthing skills and their faith in God to help protect two
young children whose father has become involved in organized crime
Prairie rose: Rosie Mills has always dreamed of a home of her own. Impulsively, she heads to
the Kansas prairie to care for a widower's young son. Rosie soon discovers, however, that
what she longs for even more than a home is someone to love her. -- Prairie fire: The fictional
town of Hope discovers the importance of forgiveness, overcoming prejudice, and the dangers
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of keeping unhealthy family secrets. -- Prairie storm: Continues the story of the fictional town of
Hope with its overarching message that God brings peace and healing out of the storms of
various lives.
Storm at Daybreak ; The Captive Voice ; The Tangled WebThe Daybreak MysteriesStorm at
Daybreak ; The Captive Voice ; The Tangled WebThe Tangled WebTyndale House Pub
Honeymooners Daniel and Jennifer Kaine meet singer Vali Tremayne, who has been in
seclusion since the death of her fiance, but her emotional troubles may not be simply because
of grief, and the Kaines find themselves in danger when someone tries to kill Vali
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